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James’s preface to the New York Edition volume containing “In the Cage” 
echoes the sense of temporal overlay and renewal implicit in his larger project for the 
edition as he describes the genesis of his idea for the story. For James, the germ of “In 
the Cage” is an “old story” because his encounters with places like the local postal-
telegraph offices occur so frequently that they can be easily taken for granted:1 

Its origin is written upon it large, and the idea it puts into play so abides in 
one of the commonest and most taken-for-granted of London impressions 
that some such experimentally-figured situation as that of “In the Cage” 
must again and again have flowered (granted the grain of observation) 
in generous minds. It had become for me, at any rate, an old story by the 
time (1898) I cast it into this particular form. The postal-telegraph office in 
general, and above all the small local office of one’s immediate neighbour-
hood, scene of the transaction of so much of one’s daily business, haunt of 
one’s needs and one’s duties, of one’s labours and one’s patiences, almost 
of one’s rewards and one’s disappointments, one’s joys and one’s sorrows, 
had ever had, to my sense, so much of London to give out, so much of its 
huge perpetual story to tell. . . . So had grown up, for speculation— prone 
as one’s mind had ever been to that form of waste—the question of what it 
might “mean,” wherever the admirable service was installed, for confined 
and cramped and yet considerably tutored young officials of either sex to 
be made so free, intellectually, of a range of experience otherwise quite 
closed to them. (NT xvii–xix). 
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The omnipresence of offices like the one featured in his tale makes them an integral 
yet not immediately noticeable part of the modern urban landscape. James takes up 
this site of modern exchange and communication and attempts to make it strange and 
new by questioning “what it might ‘mean’” if one of the young officials “made . . . 
free” to engage their minds in reading the exchanges that pass through their hands. 
Here James’s phrasing hints at the potential power available to these officials to make 
free with their position and widened experience while also limiting that empowerment 
as only intellectual.2 In this passage, James alternates between the point of view of 
the outsider visiting the shop—the “one” who employs the telegraph office for “one’s 
needs and one’s duties”—and the “confined and cramped” position of the telegraphist. 
In this description, James signals his formal interest in representing the telegraphist’s 
position from both external and internal perspectives. “In the Cage” achieves this 
dual perspective by using a third-person omniscient narrator who often—but not 
always—relies on free indirect discourse to express the telegraphist’s moods and re-
sponses. The narrative builds readerly interest in the female telegraphist-protagonist 
by giving frequent sidelong glimpses into her thoughts.

While in his preface James suggests that the telegraphist might be of “either 
sex,” it is very important to the story that she isn’t. Indeed, when thinking about 
how we might explore the intersection of Henry James and women in the twenty-first 
century, “In the Cage” (1898) emerges as an excellent site to investigate the topic: 
the novella can serve both to enhance current critical interest in media studies and in 
the cultural history of developing technologies and to revitalize older conversations 
about how James’s narrative techniques shape his rendering of gender, class, and 
power. In this text, James takes up a female telegraphist as his unnamed heroine and 
continually plays with narrative access and with readerly expertise. James uses free 
indirect discourse and ambiguous syntax to create readerly disorientation and to force 
the reader to interpret the telegraphist through a gradual decoding process—much 
as “she” collects clues to decipher the messages that pass through her cage. James 
plays with obscurity and confuses the relationship between the omniscient narrator 
and the telegraphist-protagonist to add to the narrative uncertainty of our reading. 
He continually emphasizes the telegraphist’s pride in her own readerly expertise—her 
ability to decipher the coded messages and actions of others—while simultaneously 
challenging the reading abilities of his readers. 

To better explain the strange texture of this shifting narrative strategy I will focus 
closely on the development of the opening pages of the text and on the introductory 
paragraphs that highlight the narrative techniques employed throughout the novella. 
The first pages of the story offer multiple examples of this narrative method and the 
readerly uncertainty that the alternating technique produces; the reader’s unstable 
access to the interiority of the unnamed protagonist is increased in the opening pages 
by the fact that we don’t know how to read or recognize what reflects “her” voice at 
the story’s beginning. The story opens with the narrator’s communicating the teleg-
raphist’s sense of her position from an almost external viewpoint but quickly invokes 
her voice with the phrase “as she called it”: 

 It had occurred to her early that in her position—that of a young person 
spending, in framed and wired confinement, the life of a guinea-pig or a 
magpie—she should know a great many persons without their recognising the 
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acquaintance. That made it an emotion the more lively—though singularly 
rare and always, even then, with opportunity still very much smothered—to 
see any one come in whom she knew outside, as she called it, any one who 
could add anything to the meanness of her function. (NT 367)

Here, the sentence structure and punctuation mimic the content—the passage explains 
that the telegraphist is confined, and the dashes bracket off or confine that statement. 
“Opportunity [is] very much smothered” and so is the thought expressing the idea 
because it is placed in an interruptive clause, closed off from the rest of the sentence. 
The opening verb tenses and the initial simile also create a strange mix of temporal 
effects: time is both interminable and too short. The entirety of her life seems framed 
by her confinement in the cage and yet it is only the short “life of a guinea-pig or a 
magpie.” The invocation of the protagonist’s voice at the end of these reflections adds 
to the ambiguity—rather than offering a clearer sense of “her” subjectivity—as the 
clause “as she called it” could refer to either the phrase “whom she knew outside” or 
to the sentence’s concluding phrase “anyone who could add anything to the meanness 
of her function.” Both phrases could reasonably originate in the protagonist’s voice, 
and the uncertainty created by the syntax here emphasizes the narrative’s interest in 
representing the telegraphist from within and from without. 

James enhances the sense of the strange overlay of times by beginning with the 
past perfect tense, which suggests the distance of the protagonist from her “early” 
realization yet also emphasizes the endless inescapability of her “position,” which 
remains part of the continuous present. The “early” seems to imply that her recogni-
tion occurs early in her life (i.e., that she is young when she takes up the position) 
and also that she was very quick to perceive the future conditions of her job as an 
anonymous observer of others. In this passage, the telegraphist’s life is figured as a 
mostly uninterrupted string of tasks only rarely brightened by the sight of someone 
who she “knew outside” and who thus, presumably, returns her acquaintance. The 
main character’s namelessness increases the sense of her anonymity even for the reader. 
In the opening two sentences, the omniscient narrator seems to both flaunt his or 
her complete knowledge of the telegraphist’s feelings (in the past and present) and 
to intentionally veil or obscure that total knowledge from the reader’s gaze. James 
emphasizes this power of withholding and the ambiguity surrounding his character by 
choosing not to make the subject of telegraphy central in this opening passage—not 
yet explaining that her “wired confinement” takes place and is necessitated by her 
position within the local telegraphic economy of the grocery/post-office.

While the first two sentences focus on the telegraphist’s awareness and assessment 
of her own separation from others and from the joy of reciprocal relationships, the 
third sentence illustrates her response to the actual tasks that she performs daily: 

Her function was to sit there with two young men—the other telegraphist 
and the counter-clerk; to mind the “sounder,” which was always going, to 
dole out stamps and postal-orders, weigh letters, answer stupid questions, 
give difficult change and, more than anything else, count words as number-
less as the sands of the sea, the words of telegrams thrust, from morning 
to night, through the gap left in the high lattice, across the encumbered 
shelf that her forearm ached with rubbing. (367) 
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Here, the narrator begins by qualifying and expanding on the earlier statement about 
the “meanness of her function” that could have been in the narrator’s voice “as she 
called it.” Thus, James enables this sentence to function as a potential instance of free 
indirect discourse. We might be inside her head here—the “words as numberless as the 
sands of the sea” could be her language—or we might be viewing her position more 
from the outside of the cage (across the encumbered shelf) and witnessing the narra-
tor’s flourishes. The passage describes the telegraphist as both a mechanized creature 
(performing mean tasks and surrounded by the constant “going” of the sounder) and 
as conscious and resentful of her mechanization (the “stupid” and “difficult” seem 
to be partly suggestive of her voice). James begins his story by emphasizing the dual 
perspectives on his protagonist and by blurring the lines between her thoughts and 
words and the narrator’s language. These effects demand careful reading to make sense 
of where the narrator ends and the telegraphist begins. These kinds of sentences also 
encourage the practice of reading-in-context, a practice that depends on building up 
a store of knowledge about the protagonist to better judge what she would or would 
not likely say or think.

Additionally, the passage’s reference to her bodily pain in her aching rubbed 
forearm increases the reader’s sense of her humanity and her gender. Her voice and 
body establish both her presence in the text as something very different from that of 
a machine or a magpie and the sense that she is caught in a bruisingly liminal position 
at the cage’s opening onto the outside world. The painfulness of the telegraphist’s 
contact with this “gap”—a physical gap that also forms the division between the 
laboring anonymous operators and the rich customers—is echoed by the psychic tor-
ment she endures in the course of the story by her imaginative leaps into the magic 
realm of the aristocratic clientele and her ultimate disillusionment over what sort 
of actual power these imagined crossings allow her.3 The narrative’s account of the 
telegraphist’s embodied presence and how that body is marked and delimited by her 
working-class status is intensified in the next sentence, which introduces the “cage’s” 
enclosure within a grocery store by referring to the various offending smells—“the 
poison of perpetual gas . . . the presence of hams, cheese, dried fish, soap, varnish”—
known and experienced by the nameless telegraphist (367). Indeed, the telegraphist is 
at the mercy of this unpleasant medley of smells because of her “framed” confinement 
within her limited economic means. She must submit herself to these inconveniences 
because of her need to work, to continue to receive and process the telegrams so vio-
lently and ceaselessly “thrust” through her lattice. Here, the telegraphist’s physical 
disempowerment and her painful bodily mechanization are rendered necessary by 
the network of telegraphic processing and by the needs of her wealthier clients. The 
opening paragraph of the story suggests that the protagonist’s social, psychological, 
and economic captivities are required for the operation of the social and economic 
network needed for telegraphic communication. James’s narrative techniques in the 
story and, especially, in the opening sentences challenge the readerly labor required 
for this brand of literary communication. Readerly instability, in turn, underscores the 
framed confinement of the protagonist. James uses the telegram here to experiment 
formally with creating a representational tension between the narrator’s voice and 
the voice of the telegraphist and to develop the thematic problems of class, power, 
and modern communication networks.
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The story’s first section is broken into three paragraphs that continue to in-
troduce and to frame the position of the telegraphist and that develop the narrative 
strategies to represent the protagonist’s position from alternating vantage points. 
In the opening section, the “position” of the telegraphist is presented through three 
paragraphs all opening out onto a different facet of both her relative powerless-
ness and victimization and her proliferating observations and judgments about her 
surroundings, her relationships, and her own feelings. In the first paragraph, she is 
represented as remarkably aware of the strangeness and sadness of her encasement 
in her mechanical occupation and attuned to her surroundings—both physical and 
social. Then, surprisingly, in the second paragraph her engagement to Mr. Mudge is 
presented in a roundabout and strange way as a connection “to which she had lent 
herself with ridiculous inconsequence”—the description here casts her as simultane-
ously intensely aware of the awkwardness and undesirability of her position and 
completely passive and powerless to change it (368). Her relationship to Mr. Mudge 
is introduced by way of the narrator’s explanation of her lack of relation with the 
other grocery clerks: “She recognised the others the less because she had at last so 
unreservedly, so irredeemably, recognised Mr. Mudge” (368). While the narrator’s 
“unreservedly” and “irredeemably” seem to imply some sort of sordid fall into passion, 
it seems that her relationship with Mr. Mudge is more characterized by indifference 
and even boredom: she is somewhat “ashamed of having to admit to herself” her 
feelings upon Mr. Mudge’s removal from the shop. Here, the narrative offers us the 
telegraphist’s description of “the mere simplification” caused by Mudge’s distancing, 
while simultaneously undercutting the telegraphist’s definition through admitting that 
it “would have been described still better as a luxury than as the mere simplification, 
the corrected awkwardness, that she contented herself with calling it” (368). The 
complex narrative weaving of what she called it and what she should have called 
it underscores our feelings of frustrated access to the telegraphist’s mind. Whatever 
the “better” terminology, she is relieved by not having to have him “all day long in 
her eyes” and thus leaving “something a little fresh for them to rest on of a Sunday” 
(368–69). Indeed, she was so uninspired by having him “in her eyes” daily that she 
“had often asked herself what it was marriage would be able to add to a familiarity 
that seemed already to have scraped the platter so clean” (369). The narrative at this 
moment seems to be thoroughly shaped by the telegraphist’s thoughts and even her 
phrasing (e.g., “corrected awkwardness,” the question that she asks herself). And yet 
the narrative maintains a partial distance from her caged point of view: by insisting 
that some things echo the telegraphist’s speech, the narrative highlights that all of the 
moments are not voiced by her. This partial access underlines the mediated quality of 
the narrative presentation refracted through the third-person omniscient narrator. 

The third paragraph introduces additional context about her future and her 
past—beginning by mentioning Mr. Mudge’s plans for her transfer to an office and 
a neighborhood nearer to himself and ending with an account of “the early times 
of their great misery” when her mother and elder sister and herself had been “as 
conscious and incredulous ladies, suddenly bereft, betrayed, overwhelmed, they had 
slipped faster and faster down the steep slope at the bottom of which she alone had 
rebounded” (369–70). Because of the co-presence of references to the past, to the 
future, and to the telegraphist’s current thinking about the present, past, and future, 
the sense of the time in this opening section of the story is confused and overlaid. 
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The telegraphist is trapped in a routinized job that feels endless and in a relationship 
with Mudge that likewise seems repetitive—he’s always seeing her on Sundays and 
“again” writing to her about the transfer: “it wore upon her much that he could never 
drop a subject” (369). Both her job and her emotional connections to Mudge and to 
her sad past are figured as “wearing” on her—her arm gets worn down by rubbing 
on the shelf in her cage and her mind is worn down by Mudge’s reiterated request, 
although “it [Mudge’s refusal to drop a subject] didn’t wear as things had worn, the 
worries of the early times of their great misery” (369). Thus, James begins his story 
with a state of temporal confusion and seemingly repetitive actions and emotions 
producing a sense of stasis and of wearing. 

This sense of wearing stasis is reflected both in the descriptions of the telegra-
phist’s experiences and in James’s decision to begin his story without an immediate 
action or catalyst; rather than beginning at a potentially key point in time, at a turning 
point beginning a change, the story emphasizes the lack of such moments in the teleg-
raphist’s daily routine (“It was always rather quiet at Cocker’s while the contingent 
from Ladle’s and Thrupp’s and all the other great places were at luncheon” [371]). 
Indeed, the telegraphist is only able to endure this stasis by reading her “novels, very 
greasy, in fine print and all about fine folks, at a ha’penny a day” or alternatively by 
the “expansion of her consciousness” through imagining romantic narratives about 
her customers (371, 373). Importantly, the protagonist and the narrator continually 
conflate her imaginative leaps about her customers with her consumption of these 
“greasy” novels. The telegraphist often imagines her own authoring practices as trump-
ing those that she consumes through the circulating library. Later in the story, “she” 
worries and fantasizes about the dangers she imagines for her couple: “He perhaps 
didn’t even himself know how scared he was; but she knew. They were in danger, they 
were in danger, Captain Everard and Lady Bradeen: it beat every novel in the shop” 
(419). In passages like this, James links the telegraphist’s imaginative labors gener-
ated by the circulation of telegrams through her shop to her consumption of literary 
texts through the ha’penny circulating libraries. Indeed, through these linkages James 
draws attention to the material forms of both telegraphy and the ha’penny novel and 
underscores the social and economic costs of each media form. 

Both the telegram and the ha’penny novel are remarkable in their being about 
the rich—“in fine print and all about fine folks”—and their being consumed and 
processed by the working classes for a price: the novels cost a ha’penny a day and 
the telegraphic fantasies are psychically expensive as they require the telegraphist’s 
caging and her frequent recognition of the economic imbalances between herself 
and the “characters” in her authorial constructions. The telegraphist is elated by her 
fantasies about some sort of special communion with her clientele—particularly with 
Captain Everard—and yet, despite her imagining of their connections, she is repeat-
edly reminded of the huge socio-economic gulf between them: 

What twisted the knife in her vitals was the way the profligate rich scattered 
about them, in extravagant chatter over their extravagant pleasures and 
sins, an amount of money that would have held the stricken household 
of her frightened childhood, her poor pinched mother and tormented 
father and lost brother and starved sister, together for a lifetime. During 
her first weeks she had often gasped at the sums people were willing to 
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pay for the stuff they transmitted—the “much love”s, the “awful” regrets, 
the compliments and wonderments and vain vague gestures that cost the 
price of a new pair of boots. (386–87) 

In passages like this, James emphasizes how the telegraphist’s occupation as word-
counter and change-maker constantly reminds her of the huge and frivolous “cost” 
of the telegraphic medium of communication. At times these reminders strike at the 
“vitals” of the protagonist, and her fantasies about the rich turn to anger and bit-
terness over their “extravagant chatter.” During her second encounter with Everard 
the telegraphist experiences a similar disgust over his thoughtless extravagance: she 
describes him as “[belonging] supremely to the class that wired everything, even their 
expensive feelings (so that, as he evidently never wrote, his correspondence cost him 
weekly pounds and pounds and he might be in and out five times a day)” (382). 
While the telegrams allow her to “make free” intellectually in the “expansion of her 
consciousness” through her narrative fantasies about Everard and his lover and about 
Everard and herself, the material form of the telegram and its cost per word interrupt 
and sour these fantasies of power and communion as she is reminded of the very great 
socio-economic difference between herself and her characters. Throughout the story, 
the telegraphist vacillates between assertions of her superior mental faculties and the 
power she gains through her occupation as the processor of the messages of the very 
rich—“She quite thrilled herself with thinking what, with such a lot of material, a 
bad girl would do. It would be a scene better than many in her ha’penny novels” 
(417)—and her realizations of her lack of any real power to change her economic 
situation and to improve her class status, to really recover the social position she lost 
when her family fell to “great misery.”

The practice of telegraphic communication enables the telegraphist’s fantasies of 
power and authorship as she uses her position to hold her clients and their messages. 
Her “mean function” of counting out their words allows her to read their messages 
and attempt to crack their codes of communication and retain their meanings: she 
takes their messages and “tracked and stored up against them till she had at moments, 
in private, a triumphant vicious feeling of mastery and ease, a sense of carrying their 
silly guilty secrets in her pocket, her small retentive brain” (387). In addition to stor-
ing up their messages in her remarkable mind, the telegraphist also imagines herself 
as controlling the situation during her face-to-face encounters by refusing to put the 
stamps on for them and by asserting her power and control of the situation at key 
moments in the story’s plot. She completely unnerves Lady Bradeen when she shows 
her deep understanding of the lovers’ secret telegraphic code by correcting the false 
address in her message, and at the climax of the story she persistently withholds her 
knowledge from Everard at his moment of crisis, momentarily putting on the atti-
tude of an incompetent and unfeeling “Paddington” telegraphist to demonstrate her 
mastery and dominance in their exchange. 

The narrative strategies that distance the narrator (and the reader) from the 
protagonist and alternate between internal and external views of the telegraphist 
undercut the reader’s certainty about the accuracy of the telegraphist’s authoring 
fantasies and self-assessment of her power. Many of her internally developed fantastic 
imaginings are proven false or exaggerated in the course of external presentation of 
the plot. And yet, despite these suggestions that her pride in her abilities is at times 
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unfounded, in the end the telegraphist’s powerful knowledge is proved through her 
mastery of the medium of telegraphy: she cracks the code of the lovers’ secret sys-
tem of telegraphy—knowing that Lady Bradeen should write Cooper’s instead of 
Burfield’s4—and proves her almost unimaginable powers of retention when much later 
she remembers the exact message that was wired on that occasion (484). The narra-
tive explains how she follows the glamorous social life of the elite with a confusing 
metaphor—implying her position as a sort of reader/author/weaver/decipherer: “Most 
of the elements swam straight away, lost themselves in the bottomless common, and 
by so doing really kept the page clear. On the clearness therefore what she did retain 
stood sharply out; she nipped and caught it, turned it over and interwove it” (390). 
The formal economies of the story create a tension between the protagonist’s desires 
to be like an author constructing romances to rival her ha’penny novels and her more 
passive and seemingly impotent status as merely a reader or recorder providing “the 
running commentary of a witness so exclusively a witness” (386). Throughout the 
story, the telegraphist swings between highs of authorial empowerment and the lows 
of being “so exclusively a witness” and of feeling embittered by her impoverished 
and mechanical function. 

In 1898, James built on his experiences translating texts for the stage and dic-
tating his words to a stenographer by constructing an experiment with telegraphic 
form and the socio-economic network of telegraphic communication. He dissects 
the uneven power and social relations between sender and transmitter/receiver (the 
telegraphist fills both roles), between author and reader. Early on in the story, she 
reflects on the pros and cons of her inaccessibility to others: “It was at once one of 
her most cherished complaints and most secret supports that people didn’t understand 
her” (372). The narrative development of “In the Cage” produces feelings of power 
and powerlessness for readers by shifting our levels of access to the telegraphist’s 
thoughts.5 James takes up the medium of the telegram and the figure of his “framed 
and wired” female telegraphist to explore the complexities of readerly access and 
authorial control. By analyzing the complex narrative tensions of James’s construction 
of the artist-as-a-young-female-telegraphist, we can see how he “made free” with his 
protagonist to explore the positions of woman as author and woman as reader and 
to frustrate complete narrative access to both. 

NOTES
1By 1898, the electric telegraph as a modern technology was dated and unremarkable, as James ex-

plains in his preface to the New York Edition volume containing “In the Cage.” By the 1890s, the telegram 
had become a mundane fact of modern life—no longer promising the idyllic possibilities of connecting 
people seamlessly, in the late 19th century telegrams function as part of a daily transaction that involves the 
mediation by a network of anonymous and yet obliquely threatening operatives, as Menke has explained. 
Building on Menke’s more general rendering of the shift in how the telegraph functions in the authorial 
imaginary, my reading emphasizes the ways in which James’s formal strategies frustrate readerly access to 
the telegraphist and show both telegraphic and narrative communication as mediated and opaque. 

2While Stevens argues that the story was a commentary on contemporary homoerotic scandals with 
telegraph boys, this reading neglects James’s decision to cast his telegraphist as a woman.

3These connotations of the gap between the classes as a physical barrier are repeated in the narrative’s 
account of Mrs. Jordan—the florist to the wealthy—who feels “that a single step more would transform 
her whole social position” (372). The narrative recounts Mrs. Jordan’s belief that “a door more than half 
open to the higher life couldn’t be called anything but a thin partition. Mrs. Jordan’s imagination quite 
did away with the thickness” (372). And yet she also comes up against the impassibility of this barrier as 
she marries the butler, not the master of the house.

4When she corrects Lady Bradeen the narrative describes her imagining her actions as a leap or 
pounce: she “took the jump and gave it. ‘Isn’t it Cooper’s?’ It was as if she had bodily leaped—cleared the 
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top of the cage and alighted on her interlocutress. ‘Cooper’s?’—the stare was heightened by a blush. Yes, 
she had made Juno blush” (426).

5Kurnick has incisively argued that James’s 1899 The Awkward Age “is designed to be read as if it 
were written in the ‘wrong’ form; the novel is perhaps best understood as a blueprint for an impossible or 
withheld performance” (110). While “In the Cage” does not engage specifically with the generic expecta-
tions of the theater, the persistent frustrating of narrative access to the telegraphist’s thoughts similarly 
focuses our readerly attention on the problems and process of reading.
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